A how to guide to build and review Achievement plans

Leader

Individual

You’re building an Achievement plan so that you can align your goals and purpose with your team and your organisation. It takes a bit of effort up front
but it will be worth it in the end because you’ll have a clear line of sight to your agreed results and an understanding of how you’re contributing everyday.

Build a plan

Progress to plan

Self-assessment

Build a new plan

• Define your role

• Update your

• Assess final progress

• Build your plan

purpose, competencies
for the role, key
result areas, goals,
the organisation
values and your
strengths, for the
achievement period.

• Share your plan with
your leader, coach,
mentor or peer.

Achievement plan
regularly to keep
track of progress
against goals.

• The Check in also

becomes a handy tool
to drive conversations
with your leader
around goal progress
– link your goals
in the Achievement
plan directly to
the Check in report.

against your plan.
Rate achievement
of role skills, goals,
organisation’s
values and how
your strengths have
been applied.

for the next
achievement period.

• When your

self‑assessment
is complete, share
it with your leader
for their assessment.

Plan feedback

Leader assessment

Review outcome

Plan complete

• Your leader reviews the plan and either

• Your leader completes

• Once your leader has

• Once your discussion

agrees with it or provides suggestions
for changes. It’s good to invite feedback.

• Where further changes are suggested,

you can make the amendments and share
the plan back to them for final agreement.

• Your leader agrees with the plan and sets

a plan review date – the date at which you
and your leader will assess whether the plan
has been achieved on a three-point scale –
doesn’t meet, meets and exceeds.

Your ongoing
conversations

Agree achievement goals

an assessment
of your Achievement
plan based on
their observations
during the
achievement period.

had the opportunity
to assess, they save
and hold your review
for conversation/
discussion.

has taken place, the
plan is finalised by
your leader and sent
back to you to keep.

• They can also

reflect on your
progress through
your Check ins.

Track and review your progress

Discuss final achievements
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